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F5 Services

Join the Crypto revolution.
Preface
The financial services industry will fundamentally change in the coming years. Part of the change will be a new
asset class: Crypto Assets. High quality information about the crypto space is sparse. We offer our expertise
through high quality seminars and custom tailored services.

About F5 Crypto Capital
F5 developed the F5 Crypto Index in cooperation with Professor Elendner from Berlin‘s Humboldt University.
A well known project of F5 is the scientific “F5 Crypto Index”, developed in cooperation with Professor Elendner from the Humboldt-Universität in Berlin.
The index is backed by science and tracked by a Crypto-Index Certificate issued by Bank Frick in Liechtenstein.

Services
01

Seminars and Courses

02

Individual Consulting

03

Crypto Business Development

Customers

Banks, Asset Managers, VC, Family offices, HNWI, FinTechs, Innovation Labs, Enthusiasts.

Location

We visit you anywhere in Europe.

Experts

Paul Otto, Florian Doehnert, Christian Musanke & Johannes Magar.

Partners

BASICS

» What Are Blockchain and Crypto Assets?

About the Module

Module Information

Blockchain is a hot topic but many fail to
get their heads around how it works in
practice. In this module we explain the
fundamentals of blockchain, Bitcoin and
Crypto Assets.

Duration 4 hours

Price

Format

Presentation, certificate of participation and time for questions

Language

English or German

Participants 3 to 20
Banks, Wealth Managers, VC,
Suitable for Innovation labs, HNIW, Family
Offices

1250€

Content
1) Definitions
Blockchain, Cryptocurrency, Crypto Assets
2) Technical Terms
Block, Miner, Transaction, Smart Contract
3) Perspectives
Payments, Store-of-Value, Data
4) Stereotypes, Critiques - Suitable Replies
Energy Waste, Black Market, Uncertainty

“

Module Experts & Contact

“Many a professor and financial expert stated in
2018 that Bitcoin will collapse as mining would
no longer be profitable. There are countless such
myths in the crypto space. With our insights you
won‘t fall for fake news.“

Christian Musanke

info@f5crypto.com

https://f5crypto.com/en/

Florian Doehnert

Paul Otto

florian@f5crypto.com

paul@f5crypto.com

+49 (0)30 220 127 490

CRYPTO ASSET MANAGEMENT
» The New Asset Class

About the Module

Module Information

We know Crypto Assets are a new asset class.
Investors may benefit from participating early on. In this module we highlight how much
exposure is warranted and which investment
vehicles are available.

Duration 4 hours

Price

Format

Presentation, certificate of participation and time for questions

Language

English or German

Participants 3 to 20
Managers, Family OfSuitable for Wealth
fices, HNWI

1250€

Content
1) Bitcoin and other Crypto Assets are valuable
Scarcity, Usability, Demand
2) Reasons to invest in Crypto Assets
Low to negative correlation, large upside
3) Optimal addition to portfolio
Portfolio theory, cypto studies, our recommendation
4) Selection of suitable investment vehicle
Equities, ETN, ETF, Certificate, Broker, Fund

“

Module Experts & Contact

“To achieve a 2-5% portfolio exposure to
Crypto Assests, various investment vehicles
should be considered. Direct investments,
funds, ETNs and certificates are available in
the EU.“
Florian Doehnert

info@f5crypto.com

https://f5crypto.com/en/

Florian Doehnert

Paul Otto

florian@f5crypto.com

paul@f5crypto.com

+49 (0)30 220 127 490

MARKET OVERVIEW
» Crypto Assets

About the Module

Module Information

In the US there are around 4000 listed companies. The Crypto Asset market currently
trades around 2000 Coins and Tokens, increasing almost daily. We present an overview of
the largest projects and classes of assets.

Duration 4 hours

Price

Format

Presentation, certificate of participation and time for questions

Language

English or German

Participants 3 to 20
Managers, Stock pickers,
Suitable for Asset
Techies

1250€

Content
1) The first and largest Crypto Asset: Bitcoin
The Breakthrough, Mining, Blockchain, Halvening, Price Cycles
2) The first and largest smart contract platform: Ethereum
Differences to Bitcoin, ICOs, ERC20 Tokens, DEXs
3) Other large crypto projects
ADA, IOTA, XRP
4) Stablecoins explained
USDT, MakerDAO, Stasis, Paxos, GUSD

“

Module Experts & Contact

“The invention of Bitcoin marks a point of no
return. Ever since people are tweaking Bitcoin‘s technology to enable additional use
cases. Some did so quite successfully.“

Paul Otto

info@f5crypto.com

https://f5crypto.com/en/

Christian Musanke

Paul Otto

christian@f5crypto.com

paul@f5crypto.com

+49 (0)30 220 127 490

SECURITY

» Custody of Crypto Assets

About the Module

Module Information

Cryptocurrencies themselves are secure. But
the wallets that store crypto assets are constantly under attack from hackers. Succesful
hacks often steal millions of Dollars worth of
assets. How can these assets be stored securely yet stay liquid? We explain key concepts
and offer solutions based on the latest insight.

Duration 4 hours

Price

Format

Presentation, certificate of participation and time for questions

Language

English or German

Participants 3 to 20

Suitable for Marketplaces, Asset managers

1250€

Content
1) Keys and transactions
Private keys, public keys, signatures
2) Attack vectors
Outside and inside attackers
3) Challenges
Forks, airdrops, accounting
4) Solutions
Cold storage, multi sig, back ups
5) Recommended custodians
Hardware, companies, alternatives

“

Module Experts & Contact

“Custody of crypto assets presents a technical challenge. All security guarantees present
liquidity or flexibility tradeoffs.“

Paul Otto

info@f5crypto.com

https://f5crypto.com/en/

Florian Doehnert

Paul Otto

florian@f5crypto.com

paul@f5crypto.com

+49 (0)30 220 127 490

THE FIRST STEPS
» Navigating the Crypto Space

About the Module

Module Information
Format

Presentation, certificate of participation and time for questions

exist. In this module we‘ll cut through the noise and introduce you to the most important

Language

English or German

ones. We‘ll also provide you with an overview
of storage and tax considerations.

Participants 3 to 20

The crypto market is young and dynamic. A
plethora of exchanges, websites and tools

Duration 4 hours

Price

Suitable for Asset managers, HNIW

1250€

Content
1) Overview of the crypto market
Coinmarketcap, Coinpaprika, BitMEX
2) Useful widgets and tools
blockchain explorers, coin360, mempool viewers
3) Crypto exchanges
Exchanges, broker, OTC
4) Custody of Crypto Assets
Self-custody, Ledger, Trezor, alternatives
5) Tax treatment of crypto assets
Especially for private investors and companies in Germany

“

Module Experts & Contact

“As the author of ‚Bitcoin Steuerguide‘, a tax
guide for Germany, I know how difficult it is to
find reliable information about Crypto Assets.
Don‘t waste your time rifling through low
quality content, attend this module and let us
present expert insight“
Florian Doehnert

info@f5crypto.com

https://f5crypto.com/en/

Christian Musanke

Florian Doehnert

christian@f5crypto.com

florian@f5crypto.com

+49 (0)30 220 127 490

F5 CRYPTO INDEX
» Science Applied to Crypto Space

About the Module

Module Information

With more than 2000 Crypto Assets lacking
market data such as price or market caps, investing is difficult. Our scientific approach
lead to the creation of our F5 Crypto Index.

Format

Presentation, certificate of participation and time for questions

Language

English or German

Participants 3 to 20

Duration 4 hours

Price

Wealth Managers, HNIW,
Suitable for Banks,
Family Offices

Free*

*when booking another module

Content
1) Scientific investing
State of research, properties, momentum
2) F5 Crypto Index investment thesis
Established Crypto Assets, momentum factor, smart rebalancing
3) Details of the F5 Crypto Index
12 Index members, exclusion rules, weighting, special features
4) Risk measures, performance, charts
Volatility, sharpe ratio, VaR, performance vs. other Crypto Assets

“

Module Experts & Contact

“The F5 index investment strategy harnesses
the momentum across crypto markets. F5‘s
factor-based, robust portfolio optimization
incorporates state-of-the-art research.“

Hermann Elendner

info@f5crypto.com

https://f5crypto.com/en/

Florian Doehnert

Paul Otto

florian@f5crypto.com

paul@f5crypto.com

+49 (0)30 220 127 490

INDIVIDUAL CONSULTING
» Coaching in line with your needs

Meeting in Person
Meet our experts for a confidential chat.
You can visit us in Berlin to discuss Crypto Assets or
invite us to your office for a detailed discussion on
all things blockchain and crypto.

Topics
Let us know what you‘d like to know. The list below provides an overview of the kind of things we get asked:

Information

Why are crypto assets valuable?
What are the attributes of Bitcoin?
Tell us more about the potential of DeFi - decentralized

Duration

as appropriate

Language

English or German

finance.
What are the pros and cons of buying Bitcoin as as private individual or wealth manager?
Tell us more about securing Bitcoin as a private indivi-

Participants best in a small group

dual or wealth manager.
Share your insight on price-signals for entry and exit.
Tell us more about scientific investing into crypto assets.
What are the existing regulated investment vehicles on

HNWI, wealth
Suitable for individuals,
managers
Price

300€ per hour*

offer?
Can you help us understand tax treatment of crypto we-

* Two experts will be available; plus VAT and travel costs if applicable

alth?

The Experts

Florian Doehnert

Paul Otto

Christian Musanke

Johannes Magar

florian@f5crypto.com

paul@f5crypto.com

christian@f5crypto.com

johannes@f5crypto.com

info@f5crypto.com

https://f5crypto.com/en/

+49 (0)30 220 127 490

F5 CRYPTO CAPITAL
» Crypto Business Development

Consulting on building a Crypto-website

as appropiate

Blog post, at least 500 words

250€

Technical post, at least 500 words

350€

Newsletter or report

as appropiate

Newspaper articles, at least 500 words

450€

Conferences

as appropiate

Meetup

as appropiate

Panel-discussion

as appropiate

Video

as appropiate

Webinar

as appropiate

Informational events with your customers

750€

Expertise in individual discussions with customers

200€

*all prices plus VAT and travel costs if applicable
info@f5crypto.com

https://f5crypto.com/en/

+49 (0)30 220 127 490

LEGAL

» About F5 Crypto Capital

Availability and Booking
Seminar booking dates are based on the availability and location of our experts. Please allow for sufficient time between your booking request and the date you‘d like us to present on.
Booking requests can be sent directly to the listed experts next to each module.

Prices
All prices are guidelines prices. Your personalized offer is valid only once your booking request is confirmed.
Travel costs are invoiced separately. Displayed prices do not include VAT.

Disclaimer
The information presented does not constitute an offer, an instruction or a recommendation to participate in or purchase any kind of cryptocurrency, crypto-index certificate or shares of funds. The presented
materials offer an overview but do not offer individual, strategic, legal, tax or any other kind of advice.
Contained opinions reflect the current viewpoints of F5 Crypto Capital, which may change at any time
without prior notice. F5 Crypto Capital GmbH exclusively offers services and technical software related
to the area of cryptocurrencies. At no time will customer assets be managed or cryptocurrencies be
held for third parties. F5 Crypto Capital is neither an asset management company nor a sales company.
The legal material governing the purchase of shares of an index certificate or fund are solely the official
prospectus, contracts, investor information sheet and annual reports, if available.
All Graphics ©2019 - F5 Crypto, except for page 1 free to use.

Issuer
F5 Crypto Capital GmbH
c/o WeWork Sony Center
Kemperplatz 1
10785 Berlin
Deutschland

Phone:
Email: 		
Web: 		

+49 (0)30 220 127 490
info@f5crypto.com
f5crypto.com
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+49 (0)30 220 127 490

